Literacy Learning Pack

Name ____________________

HEART
Memory game – 2

- Study the pictures. Cover them up. How many can you remember?

- lion
- bear
- hippopotamus
- tiger
- camel
- rhinoceros
- elephant
- deer
- monkey
- zebra
- snake
Design a monster

- Choose some parts to make a monster.

**heads**

1. [Image of a head with hair]
2. [Image of a head with a wide smile]
3. [Image of a triangular head with teeth]

**bodies**

1. [Image of a body with a bow]
2. [Image of a body with a star]
3. [Image of a body with a patch]

**eyes**

1. [Image of two eyes]
2. [Image of two squinting eyes]
3. [Image of two spiral eyes]

**ears**

1. [Image of two ears]
2. [Image of two curly ears]
3. [Image of two pointed ears]

**legs**

1. [Image of legs with a stab mark]
2. [Image of legs with a star]
3. [Image of legs with a patch]
Focus

Trace and copy the print letters below.
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Extra

Trace the print words below.

arm     hair     hand
knee    thumb    eye
fingers  foot     shoulder
leg      wrist    mouth

Extension

A  Draw a picture of a friend in the box.

    arm

    knee

B  Label your picture in print, using the words from the Extra activity.
   Two labels have been done to help you.
   Draw arrows from them to your picture.